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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2010015332A1] The invention relates to a lighting element in shopfitting or presentation systems, comprising support elements (2,29)
which can be inserted and fixed in profiled rails (6,21), wherein the different support elements are equipped with fixing lugs (5,24) which interact with
the profile and which are equipped with at least two contacts (11,25) connected to an electrical conductor (4) each, and the engagement area (16) of
the fixing lug into a system profile (6,21) is equipped with a mating contact (14,22) connected to an electrical conductor each, wherein the electrical
conductors of the fixing lug are guided to illumination means (3,28) in the respective support element (2,29) and are easy to position in such a way
that support and holding systems can also be arranged regardless of the positioning in vertical or horizontal supports. This is achieved in that the
profiled rail (6,21) is equipped with an insertion adapter (7,20), which is equipped with at least two electrical contacts (14) in the bottom area of the
insertion opening of said insertion adapter for the fixing lug, wherein the fixing lug is equipped with corresponding contacts (11) on the side thereof
resting in the insertion opening in the insertion position.
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